MENTORING PAIRINGS

APPRENTICE
(plus others with mentors in common)

Graduate students and e-mails.
(All e-mails are @math.uchicago.edu.)

    Jeff Clouse (weeks 2 – 5)    jeffc
    Jim Fowler (weeks 1 – 2)     fowler
    Bertrand Guillou              bertg
    Nick Gurski (organizer)      gurski
    Gautam Iyer (weeks 5 – 8)    gautam
    Niles Johnson                niles
    Sanjeevi Krishnan            sanjeevi
    Justin Noel                  justin
    Kate Ponto                   kponto

Undergraduate students, e-mails, and mentors.
(All e-mails are @midway.uchicago.edu.)

    Philip Ascher   pa7    Fowler, Scheels, and Iyer
    Emil Bojanov   bojanov N. Johnson and Noel
    Lei Cong        lcong  Clouse, Krishnan, and Gurski
    Dan Dickinson   dand   N. Johnson and Noel
    Kris Garcia-Mason kgm   Clouse, Krishnan, and Gurski
    Steven Gaudino  sgaudino N. Johnson and Noel
    (Moshe Hoffman  mozes  N. Johnson and Noel)
    Lindsey Mann    lmann  Johnson and Noel
    Paul Mantz      pemantz Guillou and Ponto
    Amber May       amay   Clouse, Krishnan, and Gurski
    (Jeff Meyer     jsmeyer Clouse, Krishnan, and Gurski)
    Sara Rezvi      arsinoe Clouse, Krishnan, and Gurski
    Catherine Ruhland truhland Guillou and Ponto
    Yotam Y. Schachter yotam  Guillou and Ponto
    Allie Shapiro   allie  N. Johnson and Noel
    Amol Shelat     shelata Fowler, Scheels, and Iyer
    Tiwalade Sobayo tsobayo Clouse, Krishnan, and Gurski
    Lola Thompson   lola   Clouse, Krishnan, and Gurski
    Will Trost      wtrost  Fowler, Scheels, and Iyer
    Mary Beth Tull  mbtull  Guillou and Ponto
    Tien-Tien Yu    yuc    Fowler, Scheels, and Iyer
MENTORING PAIRINGS

YSP

(plus others with mentors in common)

Graduate students and e-mails.
(All e-mails are @math.uchicago.edu.)

Mohammed Abouzaid mabouzai
Shreya Amin shreya
David Balduzzi balduzzi
Andrew Blumberg (weeks 1 – 4, 7 – 8) (organizer) blumberg
Jeremy Copeland copeland
Matthew Day mattday
Bryce Johnson bryce
Ben Lee ben
Karin Melnick (weeks 5 – 8) karin
Deepam Patel dpatel
Andrew Young (weeks 3 – 8) rjyoung

Undergraduate students, e-mails, and mentors.
(All e-mails are @midway.uchicago.edu.)

Sam Altschul salt
Bradley Anderson andersob B. Johnson
(Conor Frailey conor Day and Patel)
(Greg Herschlag gtzu Balduzzi)
Lauren Beitler lbeitler Abouzaid
Anna S. Bertiger annab Copeland
Andrea Byrnes abyrnes Abouzaid
Nathan Czuba czuba Balduzzi
Mark Gillam mgillam Copeland
Vincent Guigona vincentg Day and Young
Nathan Hendren nhendren Day and Young
Moshe Hoffman mozes N. Johnson and Noel
Evan Jenkins ejenkins Blumberg and Melnick
(Brian Keto bketo B. Johnson)
Thomas Koberda koberdat Blumberg and Melnick
Kyle Ormsby kmo Abouzaid
Luitien Pan luitien Lee
James Pascaleff jpascale Day and Young
Wesley Pegden wes Copeland
Danny Rosenthal danny B. Johnson
Morgan Stern mstern Blumberg and Melnick
Weiwei Tan cora7 Day and Young
Benjamin Tradewell bent Copeland
Megan Wachspress mcw Amin and Patel
Emily Witt emily1 Amin and Patel
Sesame

Graduate students and e-mails.
(All e-mails are @math.uchicago.edu.)

David Balduzzi balduzzi
Chris Bremer (weeks 1 – 6) cbremer
Richard Cudney cudney
Matthew Day mattday
Gautam Iyer (weeks 5 – 8) gautam
Bryce Johnson bryce
Ben Lee ben
Nick Longo nmichalo
Deepam Patel dpatel
David Wallace chris

Undergraduate students, e-mails, and mentors.
(All e-mails are @midway.uchicago.edu.)

Dean Baskin drbaskin Bremer, Iyer, and Longo
Darren Beattie dbeattie Cudney
Milind Desai mdesai Bremer, Iyer, and Longo
Nick Einhorn nick13 Cudney
Conor Frailey conor Day and Patel
Alex Frankel afrankel Cudney
Greg Herschlag gtzu Balduzzi
Martin Jankowiak martinj Bremer, Iyer, and Longo
Josh Jones jonesj Lee and Wallace
Brian Keto bketo B. Johnson
Dave Lawlor dlawlor Lee and Wallace
Jeff Meyer jsmeyer Clouse, Krishnan, and Gurski
Andrew Radin radin Bremer, Iyer, and Longo
Anthony Ruozzi aruozzi Lee and Wallace
Kin Wong kywong Lee and Wallace
Adam Yavitz adamy Lee and Wallace
Yiran John Zhu jyz Patel